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Supplementary Figure 1

Coverage of training sets are higher than in test sets for all methods, as shown below in supplementary figure

1.

Supplementary Figure 1. Panel A indicates OHCA Coverage for the relocation model where only

Public AEDs are considered (test set), optimisation model (test set), and population model, split by the overall

area, the rural area, and the urban areas. Panel B indicates the average distance from OHCA events to the

nearest AED for the relocation model where only Public AEDs are considered (test set), and fixed location
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model (test set), split by the overall area, the rural area, and the urban areas. Panel C indicates OHCA

Coverage for the relocation optimisation model when only Public AEDs are considered, for test and training

datasets. Coverage performance is examined at overall, rural, and urban areas.

Supplementary Figure 2

Supplementary Figure 2. Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals from the McNemar test to

compare coverage from models. Panel A shows the results for comparing the fixed location model to the

population model for each number of AEDs added. As more AEDs are added, the magnitude of the difference

in events covered between the two models decreases. Panel B shows the results for comparing the flexible

location model to the fixed location model. The magnitude of the effect of OHCA events covered by the flexible

location model is substanially higher than the fixed location model, although the size of the effect is ameliorates
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as more AEDs are added. Panels C and D display the same comparisons as in A and B, respectively, but

instead consider cases where only Public AEDs are used.

Supplementary Figure 3

As expected, the coverage of training sets are higher than in test sets for all models, shown below in

supplementary figure 3.

Supplementary Figure 3. Percentage of OHCA events coverage for overall area, and Rural and

Urban areas, as more AEDs are added. Panel A shows the percentage of OHCA events covered in the test
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and training coverage for the fixed location model, and Panel B shows the test and training coverage for the

flexible location model.

Part A: Formal definition of fixed location optimisation

More formally the optimisation model can be expressed as:

max
J∑

j=1
xj (1)

subject to

I∑
i=1

yi = N (2)

xj ≤
I∑

i=1
aijyi∀j=1...J (3)

xj ∈ 0, 1,∀j=1...J

yi ∈ 0, 1,∀i=1...I

Where xj is a binary variable indicating whether cardiac arrest j is covered or not. yi is a binary

variable indicating whether an AED is placed in location i or not. aji is a binary data parameter that

indicates whether cardiac arrest j is coverable (within 100m) of location i. N is the number of locations in

which AEDs are placed. I is the number of potential locations in which to place AEDs. J is jth number of

cardiac arrests in our dataset.

Matrix A has J rows of OHCA incidents, and I columns of potential AED locations, and aji will

either be 1 or 0, with 1 indicating that placing an AED in location I will cover OHCA J :

A = [aj,i] =



01,1 11,2 · · · 01,I

12,1 02,2 · · · 12,I

...
...

. . .
...

0J,1 1J,2 · · · 1J,I
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This matrix changes depending on where AEDs are placed, which is represented by the binary

vector yi. The number of AEDs that can be placed, N , is then N =
∑I

i=1 yi, where I = Number of potential

locations.

xj is a binary variable for the jth OHCA, which is 1 if th jth OHCA is covered by any AED, and 0 if

it is not covered by any AED. So,
∑J

j=1 xj is the total number of OHCAs that are covered by the configuration

of the AEDs yi. This number is to be maximised, subject to the above constraints.

OHCAs that are already covered by current AED placements are removed from the analysis, so that

we only improve coverage of uncovered OHCAs.

Part B: Formal defimition of flexible location optimisation

A more formal definition of this approach is given below. We have the same condition that we want to

optimise, as in (1) above:

max
J∑

j=1
xj (1)

This is subject to the same constraint (2) above:

xj ≤
I∑

I=1
aijyi (2)

But with two additional constraints, (4) and (5):

I∑
I=1

miyi + mi(1− yi) ≤ C (4)

I∑
I=1

yi ≥ N0 (5)

The total cost is limited in (4) by the financial budget C. mi ≥ 0 denotes the cost of positioning an

AED at position i. If there is none installed yet, it is the sum of cost of AED and installation cost, otherwise,

no action is required and mi is zero. mi ≤ 0 denotes the gain of removing an AED from position i. If there is

none installed yet, mi = 0 holds as no action is required. Otherwise, it is the difference of de-installation cost

and AED cost, which should be negative for relocation to make sense at all.

Finally, (5) ensures that the number of available AEDs is at least the number N0 of currently

installed AEDs. This is necessary to ensure from a modelling point of view, as otherwise the cost model
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is wrong - it appears way too optimistic to get the cost of an AED back if it is not immediately used to

substitute the purchase of a new one. The constraint (4) is, however, automatically satisfied if C is sufficiently

large, and might therefore be redundant.

As this model assumes the existing registered AEDs can be moved, we did not remove OHCA events

already covered by current AED placements (as in the previous analysis), as already existing well placed

AEDs should not be relocated.

Part C: Software used in analysis

The R statistical programming language (version 3.3.3)1 and RStudio2 were used in in performing data

preparation and analysis. Data import was performed using the readr3 and readxl4 packages, string and

date manipulation were performed using stringr5 and lubridate6. Reproducibility of the paper was ensured

through the use of knitr7 and rmarkdown8. Figures 1 through to 3 were produced using ggplot29, and figure

4 was produced with leaflet10, htmlwidgets11, webshot12, and cartoDB layers13. Data cleaning, preparation,

and analysis was facilitated through the use of dplyr14, tidyr15, purrr16, and broom17.

Analysis using McNemar test was provided through the exact2x2 package18. The maximal covering

location problem was solved using the linear programming solvers lpSovle19 and gurobi20, although there

are options to use Rglpk21, as well. Design matrices for the problem were constructed using Rcpp,22. The

maximal covering location problem as constructed in this paper is currently being formalised into an R

package to facilitate future research. This R package will be released at a future date, and a current version

of it may made available from the corresponding author upon request. Note that other optimisation solvers

such lpSolve and glpk did not work for the relocation model when the installation cost and relocation cost

were not divisible by each other, most likely due to their implementation of integer relaxation when finding

the optimal solution.
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